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N. Fardin, O. Stephansson and Lanru Jing

671 Some microstructural aspects of strength variation in rocks
R. Pikryl

683 Shear strength response of some geological materials in triaxial compression
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711 Local seismicity due to rockbursts and near-field attenuation of ground motion in the Kolar gold mining region, India
S. K. Arorà, Y. A. Willy, C. Srinivasan and S. Benady

721 Empirical parameters for non-linear fracture stiffness from numerical experiments of fracture closure
S. D. Lee and J. P. Harrison
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735 Likelihood statistic for interpretation of the stability graph for open stope design
F. T. Suorineni, P. K. Kaiser and D. D. Tannant

745 The effect of asperity order on the roughness of rock joints
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R. P. Young and D. S. Collias
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C. Cosma and N. Enescu
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833 A study of the application of VSP to exploration ahead of a tunnel
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C. Cosma, P. Heikkinen, J. Keskinen and N. Enescu
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T. Takahashi, T. Imayoshi, H. Ishikawa and T. Takeda

859 Seismic characterization of fracturing at the Åspö Hard Rock Laboratory, Sweden, from the kilometer scale to the meter scale
C. Cosma, O. Olsson, J. Keskinen and P. Heikkinen

867 Application of borehole logging, core imaging - and tomography to geotechnical exploration
R. Schepers, G. Rafat, C. Gelbke and B. Lehmann
877 Estimation of large-scale mechanical properties of a large landslide on the basis of seismic results
E. Brückl and M. Parotidis

885 Delineation of rockburst fractures with ground penetrating radar in the Witwatersrand Basin, South Africa
M. Grodner

893 Prediction of rockbursts by analysis of induced seismicity data
V. A. Mansurov

903 Characterization of rock ahead and around tunnels and boreholes by use of geophysical and geological methods
G. Rafat, B. Lehmann, A. Toumani and H. Rueter
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909 Analysis of crack coalescence in rock-like materials containing three flaws-Part I: experimental approach
R. H. C. Wong, K. T. Chau, C. A. Tang and P. Lin

925 Analysis of crack coalescence in rock-like materials containing three flaws-Part II: numerical approach
C. A. Tang, P. Lin, R. H. C. Wong and K. T. Chau

941 On the constraints and relations of elastic constants of transversely isotropic geomaterials
G. E. Exadaktylos

957 Geotechnical precursors to large-scale ground collapse in mines
T. Szwedzicki

967 Influence of asperity degradation on the mechanical behavior of rough rock joints under cyclic shear loading
H. S. Lee, Y. J. Park, T. F. Cho and K. H. You

981 Evaluation of simple methods for assessing the uniaxial compressive strength of rock
S. Kahraman

995 Bayesian estimation of rock mass boundary conditions with applications to the AECL underground research laboratory
F. Tonon, B. Amadei, E. Pan and D. M. Frangopol

1029 Determination of some thermo-mechanical properties of Sirahama sandstone under subzero temperature condition
T. Yamabe and K. M. Neaupane

1035 A numerical study of cryogenic storage in underground excavations with emphasis on the rock joint response
K. Monsen and N. Barton

1047 Attenuation anisotropy in shale at elevated confining pressures
D. Stanley and N. I. Christensen

1057 Prediction of progressive surface subsidence above longwall coal mining using a time function
Ximin Cui, Jiachen Wang and Yisheng Liu

1065 Assessing changes in the mechanical condition of rock masses using P-wave computerized tomography
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N. Li, W. Chen, P. Zhang and G. Swoboda
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A.V.E. Conradie and C. Aldrich

1287 Recent advances in DEM modelling of tumbling mills
P.W. Cleary

1311 Industrial tumbling mill power prediction using the discrete element method

1321 3D particle tracking in a mill: A rigorous technique for verifying DEM predictions
I. Govender, M.S. Powell and G.N. Nurick

1341 Step size control for efficient discrete element simulation
D. Zhang and W.J. Whiten

MARCH 2001

19 Ta M. Li: an interview
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19 Ta M. Li: an interview

with the 2001 SME president

24 Rand studies critical issues and technologies in mining
D.J. Peterson, Tom LaTourrette and James T. Bartis

31 Drilling and blasting in hot, reactive ground at Meikle
Remi Proulx and Scott Scovira

38 Technology News
• Komatsu introduces a wheel loader, a shovel and an excavator
• Polymer concrete: foundation protection for the mining industry

41 Environmental, health and safety management at Antamina
Steven D. Botts and Maxine Wiber

45 Dry, visible, salt-dust filtration of the face exhaust air at the WIPP
K.H. McDaniel, L. Griswold, J. Kelleher and R. Saulters

49 Tailing dam performance from USCOLD incident-survey data
C. Strachan

54 Deep-structure and seisniicieflection studies in Precambrian mining regions: examples from the Canadian LITHOPROBB project
R.M. Clowes

APRIL 2001

19 Exploration discoveries in Chile during the last three decades
J. Cabello

25 Attendees learn what world at Tailing and Mine Waste '01
Steve Krali

33 Borehole mining - environmentally friendly, under used
Grigori Abramov and Mark Wiley

37 Technology News
• Telex tracks used at Indonesian coal mine
• Traveling ship loader being installed at Vancouver Port
• Safety-training video available for rock scaling
41 Black Mountain overview:
The resolution of the lands unsuitable petition from legal and technical perspectives
J.J. Zaluski, M.M. Rajkovich, S. Gardner and L. Adams

47 Selection of ac induction motors for mining applications
B.J. Sauer

51 Should discounted cash flow projections for the determination of fair market value be based solely on proven and probable reserves for mining applications
Ross D. Lawrence

MAY 2001

Annual Review 2000
33 Mining overview
R.F. Balazik, L. McCartan, D.E. Morse and S.F. Sibley

41 Exploration overview
D.R. Wilburn

51 Coal overview
F.L. Freme

JUNE 2001

68 Technology News
Svedala's limestone preheater cuts plant downtime

69 Mining mood upbeat at SME's Annual Meeting
Tim O'Neil, Steve Krai and William R. Yernberg

JULY 2001

33 International update: the globalization of mining

43 Technology News:
GB Capital maximizes equipment and plant sales values

44 Technology News:
HDPE pipe aids leaching at Morenci

45 Technology News:
Information technology increases mining efficiencies

AUGUST 2001

21 Cadia Hill features the world's largest grinding mill
Alan Boughey, Vytas Svalbonas and Stuart M. Jones

28 Technology News:
• Runge software aids Sishen iron ore mine in South Africa
• Pressure filters improve CVRD's iron ore pelletizing
• New grinding technology improves zinc recovery
• Wireless radio network speeds data transmission

31 Industrial minerals shown on postage stamps
Fathi Habashi

34 Goldfields Mining Expo in Kalgoorlie is Australia's largest

41 Safety vs. productivity and other factors in US underground coal mines
R.L. Grayson

45 Leadership vs. management: Observations on the successes and failures of cost-reduction programs
B. Cavender

51 Statistical, correlation of off-highway tire failures with openpit haulage routes
P.F. Knights and A.L. Boerner

SEPTEMBER 2001

19 Mining climate improves in China
Ishiung J. Wu and Yikang Liu

25 RETC - Innovations in tunneling technology
William R. Yernberg

29 Svedala Bulk-Materials-Handling seminar highlights latest technology
Steve Krai

33 Rio Tinto Borax commits to
sustainable development

36 Technology News
• Russian diamond mines use Atlas Copco equipment
• European nations build geologic GIS system

38 Arizona copper mines add $4.6 billion to state's economy

41 Tekflex as a spray-on screen replacement in an underground hard-rock mine
C. Pritchard, G. Swan, R. Hill and M. Amick

45 Estimate of technically feasible DPM levels for underground metal and nonmetal mines
G.H. Schnakenberg Jr.

52 Numerical modeling of seepage into underground openings
S. Finsterle and R.C. Trautz

OCTOBER 2001

21 Cresson Mine expands its operations
Tim O’Neil

29 Jackling Lecture
Linkages among hydrothermal ore deposit types
John M. Gullbert

38 Technology News
• Winders and shaft signals installed at Bulyanhulu
• Waste oil used with ANFO for blasting
• Coal, copper and nickel mines use IntelliMine

49 Determination of transition depth between slope and box-cut access for near-surface coal reserves
B.K. Slone, F.A. James III, G.T. Lineberry, R.J. Sweigard and D.S. Maggard

55 Advances in blasting practices through the accurate quantification of blast fragmentation
M.A. Lowery, J. Kemery and K. Girdner

62 Production-rate selection for steeply dipping tabular deposits
C.R. Tatman

NOVEMBER 2001

19 Developing the DOZ Mine at PT Freeport Indonesia
John Barber, Banu Ganesia and Tim Casten

25 Caterpillar’s MineStar helps Black Thunder coal mine maximize production
Steve Krai

29 Mining remains important to Colorado’s economy
Steve Krai

34 Technology News
Adjustable-screw shaft washes larger aggregates

35 Mining Foundation of the Southwest honors 2001 inductees

41 2000 Antoine M. Gaudin Lecture: Importance of metallurgical research on refractory gold ore processing
Rong-Yu Wan

47 Dry coal cleaning with a MagMill
RR. Oder, R.E. Jamison and E.D. Brandner

52 Technical Note
Concept to meet quality specifications of coal on a per-car basis rather than on a trainload basis
R. Ganguli
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ÜRÜN VE HİZMETLERIMIZ

- **POWERGEL** emülsiyon patlayıcı üretilmi
- **Hazır ANFO** üretilmi
- **EXEL** elektrikli kapsüller (non electric)
- Prall pompamız aynı zamanda nitrat
- Elektrikli kapsüller, emniyetli filti, infladıkları filti
- Dolum, patlamada teknik danışmanlığı, saha dizaynları ve projellendirilmesi
- Komple patlama hizmeti
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